GENDER NEUTRAL DRESS CODE AT HIGHWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

General Principle:
Clothes must be worn in a way such that a) Tops cover from arm pit to belt line b) bottoms cover the buttocks and C) are non-transparent material. All items listed in the “must wear’ and “may wear’ categories below, must meet this basic principal.

1. Persons at Highwood MUST wear:
   - Shirt
   - Bottoms: Pants/sweatpants/shorts/skirt/dress/leggings.
   - Footwear.

2. Persons MAY wear:
   - Non-Transparent tops that cover from arm pit to belt line.
   - Bare shoulder tops
   - Visible bra straps.
   - Tank Tops, including spaghetti straps, (must cover from arm- to belt line)
   - Ripped jeans, as long as underwear not exposed.
   - Athletic attire.

3. Persons CANNOT wear:
   - Bottoms that reveal buttocks.
   - Bottoms that reveal underwear.
   - Hats or Hoodie Sweatshirts with hoodies up
   - Tops that display midriff.
   - See through tops.
   - Violent language or images.
   - Images or language depicting drugs or alcohol.
   - Hate speech, profanity, pornography.
   - Images or language that creates a hostile or intimidating environment based on any protected class.

**Dress may vary from class to class based on activity, safety etc. **